General info: OHRV, as used in this RFP stands for off highway recreational vehicle.

Delete 1.2 and 1.3 and replace with the following:

1.2 Work will include:
   - Gather / consolidate / compile available public information / data for site (USFS stereo aerial photos, USGS topographic layer, CBJ aerial photography, potential new USGS LIDAR [not sure it was flown this spring] etc.)
   - Analyze available public information and identify control points (cliffs, over-steep slopes, etc.) and areas not suitable for trail construction (saturated soils, sensitive habitat, eagle trees, etc.).
   - Field verify control points, if necessary.
   - Consultation with National Off Highway Vehicle Conservation Coalition (NOHVCC) for resources and assistance in planning / layout of desired features
   - Consultation with local user groups to determine preferred features of OHV Trails
   - Identify potential trail corridors, layouts and general trail typical sections
   - Prepare a minimum of three alternatives for possible trail system layout. Compile layout alternatives into drawings.

Future Tasks:
   - Future tasks relating to the planning and development of the 36 Mile Veterans Memorial Highway OHV Park area may be added by contract amendment

1.3 Deliverables Timeline:
   - Control point identification plan – October 30, 2012
   - Preliminary trail layout alternatives - December 20, 2012.